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Job Posting: Senior Interior Designer 

Work Term:  Full-time
Released:  September 2020
Start Date:  Immediate

Our work: 
Mason Studio is a Toronto-based interior design firm. We create spaces locally, nationally, and 
internationally ranging from hotels, restaurants, multi-unit residential, private residential, retail 
shops, exhibitions, and self-initiated design installations at all scales.    
 
Our team vision: 
We seek team members who see the profession of interior design as a means to something larger. 
For us, design is a tool to contribute to an enriched life for others and ourselves. It is the people and 
communities we can positively impact through design that drives our team towards excellence.

Your role: 
You are, first and foremost, a mighty design leader.  You understand that good designs come from 
advanced leadership and communication skills.  You can develop a strong design vision, but also rally 
the entire team to believe in this vision – internally and externally.    

Key Responsibilities: 
You are responsible for a project’s success by generating extremely robust theoretical and 
conceptual ideas that can bridge design and business.  You interpret ideas from all sources, internally 
and externally, to create a project concept that stands firm through every phase.    

On a typical day, you may be:
 + Mentoring and guiding project designers through a design development package 
 + Collaborating with the design director and design team  
 + Sketching, drawing and modelling ideas in 3D 
 + Creating internal design standards and process efficiencies 
 + Assessing and validating project schedules and resources
 + Researching and verifying building codes and requirements  
 + Presenting design documents to the client 
 + Communicating with client representatives to interpret needs and feedback  
 + Researching design theories, ideas and processes 

Required Qualifications: 
You have completed several projects from concept to completion as a lead designer for a minimum of 
8 years.  Some of the projects that you have worked on are greater than 25,000 square meters.    

Preferred Qualifications: 
You are a persuasive communicator in Mandarin and English, and have experience managing projects 
in other countries

Key Technical Skills: 
You describe and can review ideas effortlessly through AutoCAD, Revit, Adobe Suite, various 3D 
modeling programs, and your hand sketching skills are superb.  
 
Your next step: 
We want to hear from you if even to say hi or ask us questions about this position.  Send your résumé 
and a few projects that you are the most excited to share to careers@masonstudio.com


